Refraction index of Ag nanoparticles-air composite layer
In the range of particle sizes smaller than wavelength, dipole approximation is 10 expected to be adequate when the distances between particles are larger than their 11 diameter, thus we have a dynamic polarizability written as, given by
where f is the volume fractions of the nanoparticles (f < 0.5).
2
As the NP size distribution function is regularly log-normal, it can be description as where is the average diameter of silver NPs and is the standard deviation.
5
The final complex effective dielectric function ϵ eff can be written as concentration, V the volume of the detected solution and S refers to the detected area.
Calculation of the enhancement factor (EF)

16
Here, we suppose the detected solution as a cylinder with the diameter of the laser 17 spot (1 μm) and the height of the cylinder equals the height of the total solution before 18 drying.
19
The EF of SERS intensity on plasmon naotubes approaches the value of 10 10 , and the 20 whispering gallery modes in nanotubes contribute a value of about 10 5 as calculated in 21   Table S1 . 11. Li, J. et al. Dry-released nanotubes and nanoengines by particle-assisted rolling.
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